
Arrow Jig &Vector Jig

Micro Jigs

Arrow Jigs
One of the most popular food sources of many fish species is the humble squid. The design of the TT Lures Arrow Jig is
based on an arrow squid, complete with a quality silicone skirt for added realism and movement. Balanced for casting
and designed for vertical jigging the Arrow Jig is a versatile presentation with the skirt triggering strikes on the drop,
coming to life on a slow lift and adding to the profile size, without the additional weight of a larger jig, when retrieved
aggressively or at speed.

The quality components and hand painted finish, realistic 3D eye, silicone skirt and chemically sharpened, heavy-duty
Mustad hooks stand the Arrow Jig apart from others and it is dynamite on a wide range of inshore and offshore reefies,
tuna, trevally, kingfish, snapper, jewfish, fingermark, cobia, amberjack, samsonfish and more.

Colour 40g 60g
Pink Hussar 1140 1150
Orange UV 1141 1151

Red 1142 1152
Pink UV 1143 1153

Blue Silver 1144 1154

Pink Hussar Orange UV

Pink UV Blue Silver
Vector Jigs
Tested and proven on a range of reef and pelagic species, Vector jigs have a seductive fall and are designed to be
worked either vertically or cast and retrieved using a variety of retrieve techniques from a slow lift to a high speed burn.
This versatility, combined with the range of available sizes, ensures that the Vector Jig has you covered for Australia’s
most popular jigging target species.

The quality components and hand painted finish, realistic 3D eye and chemically sharpened, heavy-duty Mustad hooks
stand the Vector Jig apart from lesser quality jigs.

Vector - ‘a quantity having direction as well as magnitude, especially as determining the position of one point in space
relative to another.’

Colour 15g 25g 40g 60g
Pink UV 1160 1170 1180 1190

Orange UV 1161 1171 1181 1191
Pink Hussar 1162 1172 1182 1192
Red Head 1163 1173 1183 1193

Dorado 1164 1174 1184 1194
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Pre-rigged for
tough Aussie fish.

Pre-rigged for
tough Aussie fish.


